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Korean War Phase 1: North Korea's Korean War attacks began in the pre-lit darkness of June 25, 1950 as Kim Il Sung's heavily armed and well-trained North Korean army crossed the 38th Air force. As MacArthur's biographer, D. Clayton James, describes it, North Korean artillery and mortar began hitting South Korean
positions along the 150-mile breadth of the peninsula, shortly followed by incursion forces totaling more than 90,000 troops and 150 Soviet-built tanks that intervened in smoothly coordinated attacks into South Korea. On the night of 28 September 2004, the Commission had to take part in a The United Nations has just
approved a resolution recommending that members of the United Nations provide such assistance to the Republic of Korea as may be necessary to repel an armed attack and restore international peace and security in the region. On July 30, President Truman announced that he had authorized U.S. air forces to conduct
missions on specific military targets in North Korea [and] a naval blockade of the entire Korean coast, adding, General MacArthur was authorized to use certain ground support units. Army Secretary Frank Pace's assessment was more realistic: We were deep in Korea. Stage 2: The Americans pushed to Pusan District
July 5 saw the first battle between American and North Korean troops, and the Americans did not fare as well as they expected. Unable to slow down the enemy's advance under Suwon, the Americans and South Koreans fought desperate delays to operations, buying time with blood as more U.S. troops were rushed to
Korea. By the end of July, North Koreans were pushing UN forces into the southeastern corner of the peninsula, where they dug around the port of Pusan. On July 27, a grim-faced and business-like MacArthur visited Eighth Army Commander Walton Walker. The witness said That MacArthur told Walker, Dunkirk will not
be in this command. Going to Pusan will be unacceptable. Gen. Walker gave the state or die the order, and over the next six weeks a desperate, bloody fight ensued as the North Koreans threw everything they had at U.S. and ROK (South Korean) forces in an effort to regain full control of Korea. Stage 3: Inchon With
what is widely regarded as a crowning example of his military genius, MacArthur completely changed the course of the war overnight by ordering - despite almost unanimous objections - an amphibious invasion of the port of Inchon, near Seoul. Evidence suggests that The Chinese Communists, who studied MacArthur's
tactics in World War II, warned North Koreans to expect such an attack. Yet they weren't ready. The Americans quickly regained control of Inchon, recaptchous Seoul within days and cut off North Korean supplies U.S. and ROK forces broke out of pusan perimeter and chased the retreating enemy north. On September
27, after Washington consulted with its allies about war targets, MacArthur was granted permission to persecuting the enemy to North Korea. YEAR forces exceeded 38. Phase 4: Approaching Yalu Despite warnings from communist Chinese through an Indian diplomat that U.S. intrusion into North Korea would meet with
Chinese resistance, MacArthur's forces continue to push the North. At their meeting on Wake Island on October 15, both Truman and MacArthur took comfort in the general's assertion that Trump was no longer afraid of their intervention,... If the Chinese tried to get to Pyongyang, it would be the biggest defeat. On
October 25, however, things turned sinister. China's military, which is massaging north of the Yalu River after it secretly slid into North Korea, has been hit with considerable force. After suffering setbacks, U.N. forces stabilized their lines by November 5, only to watch the Chinese withdraw north as quickly as they struck.
MacArthur has now feared enough to push Washington for more leeway in taking the fight to China. He nevertheless launched a major offensive towards the end of November, which optimistically hoped to end the war in Korea and get the boys home by Christmas. It turned out to be a terrible miscalculation. Phase 5:
MacArthur's brand new war all-out assault on Yalu barely began when the Chinese struck with amazing force on the night of November 25th. Some 180,000 Chinese soldiers smashed the right flank of the Eighth Army Walker in the west, while 120,000 others threatened to destroy the X Corps near the Chosin Reservoir.
On November 28, a shaken MacArthur informed the Joint Chiefs, We face a whole new war. MacArthur's men fought boldly and skillfully only to avoid destruction as they were pushed back down the peninsula. Seoul changed hands on January 5. But under the capable and energetic leadership of Gen. Matthew Ridgway,
who took over the Eighth Army after Walker's death, the U.N. retreat ended 70 miles below Seoul. Stage 6: Stalemate Beginning January 15, Ridgway led the U.N. in slow advance to the north, in what his troops began calling a meatgrinder. Inflicting heavy casualties on the Chinese and North Koreans, the U.N. rerecaptured Seoul (the fourth and final time it changed hands!) on March 15, and had patrols through the 38th President of the United States. Meanwhile, General MacArthur has kept pushing for Washington to remove restrictions on its forces. Truman not only refused for fear of widening the war, but on April 11, he fired
MacArthur, who had been publicly attacking him for months for insubstantiality. Although the release sparked a political firestorm, with most historians agreeing that Truman had no choice but to enforce the doctrine of civilian control of the military. But for military reasons, the picture is less clear. Regardless of whether
his proposals would end the war or start The Third World War, he would not have been asked if he would have been a member of the United States. Up to nearly two million others died with the Korean War ending when a ceasefire was signed on July 27, 1953. We offer free Korean War lesson plans for primary, middle
class and high school students. Our free resources include questions, map activities and other teaching modules to help students better understand the Korean War and its legacy. Basic issues Maps and Korea This survey leads students through map investigations, common map characteristics, and stories maps can
tell about the site. By investigating a compelling question: What is the most important information a map can tell us?, students rate a set of maps focusing on the Korean Peninsula as a case study. Formative performance tasks build on knowledge and skills during investigations, help students deepen their understanding
of maps and their value as a tool for understanding the world, and build the content of knowledge about the Korean Peninsula. Using the provided set of maps, students create an argument based on evidence of the most important information they have learned. Views on the Korean War This investigation leads students
through the investigation of the Korean War by investigating the compelling question Whose voices are heard in history? through an assessment of oral history, newspaper articles, photographs and monuments. Formative performance tasks are based on knowledge and skills during investigations and help students
identify views that are present or lacking in historical stories. Students are making an evidence-based argument about why some voices are omitted from history. Remembering Korean war history This investigation leads students through an investigation into the ways we remember history, including various memorials
and consideration of omissions in our collective memory. By investigating a compelling question, What is the best way to remember history?, students evaluate and explore different kinds of memorialization, omissions in our collective memory, and possible ways that historical memory can help people make better current
choices. Formative performance tasks build on knowledge and skills during investigations and help students identify and compare some of the ways history is memorialized and remembered. Students create a evidence-based argument about the best ways to engage in the process of preserving the past. You In this

unique query, students explore the Korean War Legacy Memory Bank project and watch veteran interview video clips on a common topic or event. Students then examine the archives in order to find documents that confirm or contradict the thoughts and events shared in the oral history of the clip. Middle Marks Issues
Children and War This investigation leads students through an investigation into the consequences facing children of war, including hunger, soot, trauma, and loss of family and stability. By investigating the persuasive question, how does war affect children? students try to contextualise the consequences of war on
children. Formative performance tasks help students build knowledge and skills during the investigation as they examine the experiences of Korean children during the war, the role of members of the armed forces in helping these children and the human cost of rescheduling and war. The students create an evidencebased argument about Korean children's war-time experiences and members of the armed forces' role in helping children and then write historical questions about the human cost of replanting and war to prepare for a controlled socratic seminary. Korean War and sacrifice This investigation leads students through the
investigation of individual and group victims in times of conflict and war. By investigating the compelling question, What does it mean to sacrifice?, students evaluate the historical significance of individuals and groups during the Korean War. Formative performance tasks build on knowledge and skills during investigations
and help students understand the sacrifices of soldiers and civilians on both sides during the Korean War. Students make an argument based on evidence of the sacrifice of all in times of conflict and war. Media and Korean War This investigation leads students through investigations into the use and abuse of media such
as leaflets and radio broadcasts during the Korean War, and the use and abuse of media in contemporary society, politics and war. By investigating the compelling question of how the media can be used to influence others, students seek to explore the use and misuse of media through historical and contemporary
lenses. Formative performance roles are based on knowledge and skills developed through investigation and help students demonstrate the specific ways in which media was used and abused during the Korean War and in contemporary society, politics and war. Words and war in Korea This investigation leads students
to investigate the importance of words in easing or escalating diplomatic tensions. By investigating the persuasive question Can words lead to war?, students assess the historical context of U.S. tensions with North Korea. Formative performance tasks are based on knowledge in the course of the investigation and to help
students monitor the evolution of the current Korean conflict by analysing how current US presidents have communicated generally and specifically with North Korea. Students make an argument based on evidence about whether words can lead to war and the consequences of social media for international diplomacy.
High School Issues Of Forgotten War This investigation leads students through an investigation into how the Korean War came to be known as the Forgotten War. By investigating the compelling question, Why was the Korean War 'forgotten'?, students explored how a major global event might seem to have been
forgotten by the American public and subsequently in history. The investigation has students consider the progress of conflict on the war, the actions of those in power under U.S. President Harry S. Truman, the views of veterans and those on the domestic front, and the depiction of Korea in U.S. history textbooks. This
leads students to questions about how the Korean War differed from previous and subsequent military engagements in terms of the distant threat it posed to the American people and the underlying Cold War sentiment that evolved from anti-communism to restraint. Teachers should also help students understand how the
process of forgetting the Korean War reflects geopolitical events as well as domestic concerns. Korea and the United States This investigation is conducted by students through an investigation into relations between the United States and the Republic of Korea. By investigating a compelling question about what Korea
means to the United States, students will have to consider the ways in which government documents and oral historian history provide a unique way to understand this strategic relationship and claim the importance of the Korean Peninsula to the U.S. military. The interview with North Korea Compelling Questions for this
investigation prompted students to research the history of diplomatic relations between the United States and North Korea. How to talk to North Korea was an important diplomatic issue for US presidents from Truman to Trump. Sometimes this question has been answered using direct diplomacy with North Korea and at
other times using indirect diplomacy - forcing other countries to impose sanctions and other punitive measures on North Korea. Kim Jong-un, North Korea's current leader, is now pushing for nuclear armament at a much faster pace than his predecessors, driven by deteriorating political relations with the international
community. Moreover, despite claims that North Korea would like to choose between its pursuit of nuclear weapons and economic development, the North Korean economy has continued to grow amid worsening sanctions and international trade. These developments have brought relations between the United States
and North Korea to the forefront of international relations. Students will try to understand how we talked-and talked-with North Korea, weighing the pros and cons of each approach to answering the question: How would the United States talk to North Korea, and why is it important in addressing North Korean issues?
Korean Conglomerates A compelling question for this investigation calls on students to consider whether conglomerates are good for the economy. Specifically, this targeted investigation is a case study of South Korean conglomerates, known as chaebols. After the Korean War, large sums of money were given to a
handful of corporations (Samsung, Lotte, Hyundai, Daewoo, etc.) in order to spur economic growth in the South. Chaebols, including Samsung, Hyundai, and Daewoo, would play an important role in stimulating economic growth by focusing on exporting cheap electrical goods. At the same time, these chaebols were
protected by the government because of the belief that they were too big to fail. Currently, corrupt business practices by Chaebol leaders have led some Koreans to question whether chaebols should be dismantled. In this focused query, students will work with different sources to answer whether such conglomerates or
chaebols are good for the economy. Although this investigation focuses on Korean conglomerates, this test is intended to wrestle students with the idea of how countries should develop economically. Teacher-Created Lessons and Resources Elementary School Level (K-5) by Samuel North Why Do Korean War
Veterans Deserve Recognition for Their Service? The main focus of this lesson is for students to understand the importance of remembering and honoring Korean War veterans. Students gain an intellectual and emotional understanding of the issues surrounding the Korean War. These understandings will come from
students' exposure to a variety of sources, including: photography, maps, teacher presentations, and most importantly, interviews with veterans. High School Level (6-8) Sarah Gehant Do experience and reflection servicemembers who fought for the South in the Korean War in accordance with President Eisenhower's
principles of behavior in world affairs? Under the guidance of a teacher and modelling, the entire class will read and comment on the opening speech of President Eisenhower Chance for Peace from April 1953. The class will elaborate on the importance of the five Eisenhower order that govern America's behavior in
world affairs by brainstorming related synonyms, examples, or situations. Using speech and complementary brainstorming terminology, students will conduct advanced searches at the KWLF Interview Archive, search for interview demonstrating whether the experience and reflections of servicemembers are fighting for
the South to align with the order Eisenhower later spoke, and complete the accompanying chart. This applies to Korea because the students will have a more in-depth understanding of the six decades-long military alliance between U.S. forces and the South Korean military. College Level (9-12) Meagan Brockway How
does the experience of veterans shape the view of the Cold War, especially the Korean War? After studying the origins, causes and results of the Korean War, students will use the Korean War Legacy Project's database of veteran interviews to craft a letter that interprets a specific veteran's experience in relation to
historical facts. Facts.
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